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Easy Steps to Take Back Your Garage  
 
Have you always wanted to store your car in your garage? Or do you dream of being able to navigate 
your storage space with ease? Follow these tips to keep your garage perfectly ARRANGED: 

 
Set Aside Time to Tackle This Project 

Keep a day or weekend free of any plans so you can do as much work reorganizing your 
garage as possible. 

Sort Everything into Three Piles 
Separate your belongings into a keep pile, a throw away pile, and a sell or donate pile. If you 
have sports equipment or toys that your kids have outgrown, give them away to a charity or 
neighbor. If you discover that you have a lot of items you no longer want or need, make some 
quick money by hosting a garage sale. 

Keep the Ground Clear of Clutter  
Using nails to hang up items is a classic and reliable way to keep things off of the floor, but 
Command Hooks and pegboards are just as useful and can easily and cleanly be readjusted 
each time you reorganize your garage. Run out of wall space? Look into hanging storage 
solutions to keep lesser used belongings up and out of the way. 

Group Like-Items Together 
Divide your garage up into categories to make finding things easier. Designate a shelf or entire 
cabinet to gardening tools and do the same with other items like sports equipment and 
seasonal decorations. If something is used frequently, keep it close to the garage door for 
quick access. 

Win with Plastic Bins 
Use clear, stackable bins in your garage so you can easily see your belongings inside. Label 
the bin with the category of its contents to make looking for things even easier. Stack these 
bins on shelves against the wall to keep them off to the side and to open up the space. 

Stay Organized 
Like every other space, the contents of your garage can become very jumbled. At least once a 
year, go through your belongings and repeat tip number two to get rid of any extra clutter, then 
work to get your space ARRANGED again! 

If organizing your garage is too time consuming for you, we can help. 

ARRANGED will implement a plan to declutter and professionally organize your garage in a functional, aesthetically-
pleasing way. We’ll help you get your space back to how you like it! 

Click here to learn more about ARRANGED’s organizing services, then read our Testimonials. 

Contact us to schedule a complimentary phone consultation.       
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